
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  

  
 

 
 

 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

  

  

  

 
 

T15  Reliability  
Project 

PROJECT SUMMARY 
Because of increasing demand for natural gas in the region, Dominion Energy North Carolina (DENC) will install a new 
pipeline to meet growth and continue providing safe and reliable service. DENC will install the pipeline from Eden to 
Roxboro beginning as early as 2025 to provide additional natural gas supply and system fexibility needed to serve homes 
and businesses as the region continues to grow. The pipeline would also support the need for additional natural gas in the 
region while helping reliably meet the state’s carbon reduction goals. 

Safety  
Monitored 24 hours a day, 7 days a  

week, using sophisticated computer  
and telecommunications equipment at  
Dominion Energy’s gas control centers   

Reliability 
Natural gas reliability during  

the coldest days  

Economic Benefts 
Increased spending at local businesses 

during construction and future 
economic development support 

How safe are these projects? 
From construction through operations, safety is the top 
priority. DENC maintains construction and operating 
policies and procedures that adhere to state and federal 
safety requirements that provide specifc directions in 
inspection, testing, operation, preventive maintenance, 
repair and vigilant patrols of facilities. Local DENC 
employees will operate and maintain the pipeline once it 
is in service. 

What about the environmental impacts? 
DENC is committed to being a good steward of the 
environment and following all permit specifcations. 
Because DENC is paralleling the new pipeline on 
existing pipeline right-of-way, this helps reduce 
environmental impacts. 

Why are you building this pipeline? 
The T15 project will ensure continued compliance with 
safety regulations and reliably meet demand for natural 
gas. The project was planned before generation needs 
were proposed, but the diameter size of the pipeline has 
increased to accommodate the demand for natural gas in 
the region. 

Where would the compression station be located? 
DENC owns and operates a compressor station in Ruffn 
and plans to build a new one close by. 

PROPOSED TIMELINE 

Planning & Development, 2023   

Permitting, 2024-2025   

Design & Procurement, 2025   

Construction, 2025 – 2027    

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Website: 
DominionEnergy.com/T15 

Email: 
T15ReliabilityProject@DominionEnergy.com 
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http://www.DominionEnergy.com/T15



